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THE CHARM OF CERAMICS

There is a climate of change sweeping the world. A
global desire to return to basics; to get back in touch
with what is real and honest, but still see the beauty
and richness within. It is a shift towards simplicity, a
return to the raw and natural yet with a definite
yearning for longevity in luxury.
Paring down has become fashionable and innovation
is key. Perfectly in tune with this trend direction,
CRYSTALLIZED™ – Swarovski Elements unveils its
latest product innovation “Ceramics”.
Softly subtle, yet stylishly sophisticated the matt sheen
and ergonomic shapes precisely emulate this newfound desire for discreet elegance and natural forms.
Combining perfectly with the stunning sparkle of
crystal, the softer hues and more modern tones of
“Ceramics” allow endless cut and colour combinations,
creating a modern fusion of elements that are at once
understated, yet extremely fashion-forward.
Inspired by this perfect marriage of form and function;
of durability and longevity; of energy and elegance; our
in-house design team has created an exquisite
collection of evening pieces set to entrance and
enthrall.
We trust that you will be as captivated by the charm of
“Ceramics” as we are.
For detailed information regarding design please
contact Lee-Anne Carter
lee-anne.carter@swarovski.com

Please note:
The following illustrations are not completed designs.
They illustrate the trend and are a source of inspiration only!
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Flight of fancy
Set to inspire and adorn, this feathered hair-piece is
an easy, elegant way to add interest and sparkle to
an outfit. Deep purple plumage is off-set by clusters
of classic Beads in Amethyst, Olivine and Jonquil
all softened with Marbled Yellow “Ceramics” to give
a contemporary take to an otherwise traditional piece.
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Evening Delight
Crocheted lace and delicate smatterings of crystal
are married with the boldness of “Ceramics” to create
this elegant evening bag. The stunning centrepiece
was designed with Galactic Sew-on Stones in Crystal
Golden Shadow and Marbled Ivory “Ceramics” all
surrounding a dazzling Crystal Stone in White Opal.
Loose Hotfix elements in Rose and Beads in White
Opal shimmer around the edges. The wrist handle is
given an added lift with Cosmic Rings in Crystal Silver
Shade Effect and Marbled Ivory “Ceramics”.
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Shoes that Rock
CRYSTALLIZED™ puts its best foot forward with these
soft-rock inspired ankle boots. Cosmic Flat Back
“Ceramics” in Marbled Black and Marbled Ivory are
applied with geometric precision to give a futuristic and
definite rock-chick appeal to the one shoe, whilst the
other has Cosmic Ring “Ceramics” in Marbled Yellow
and Marbled Ivory combined with Cosmic Rings in
Crystal and Crystal Bermuda Blue,
all interwoven with loomed leather.
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Nautical Nuance
With a nod to the nautical, an array of ocean elements
and maritime-inspired effects adorns this soft wrap
cumberbund belt. The collection includes: Triangle
Sew-on Stones in Jet Hematite, Cosmic Rings in
Crystal Silver Shade and Crystal Red Magma,
highlighted with Marbled Blue “Ceramics”. Square
Rings in Crystal and Coral Pendants in Crystal Red
Magma add style and interest.
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For Your Inspiration
With their soft, opalescent hue and gently crackled
surface, “Ceramics” have the stunning ability to totally
transform colour palettes and create key moods.

Marbled Black “Ceramics”
Strength and boldness characterise this colour
combination. A modern mix of shapes and forms adds
direction.

Marbled Yellow “Ceramics”
Earthy tones and ergonomic shapes offer up a soft,
natural palette that is at once soothing and forwardthinking.
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Marbled Blue “Ceramics”
The mottled blue hue “Ceramic” gives a traditional
Maritime colour palette more depth and intensity.

Marbled Ivory “Ceramics”
With its soft sheen, Marbled Ivory lends a romantic yet
modern edge to a predominantly pastel pink palette.

Enjoy the new innovations and let your creativity flow!
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